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Abstract:
Naming in an internet context has been plagued for years on a conflict between the name of an object and the
location of the object. [1] The Domain Name System has been very successful in avoiding many of the problems
of naming by the creation of both scalable, ephemeral namespace and a flexible, extensible query/response
protocol for publication of the namespace. A primary problem remains in the absence of external validation
checking of either the name or the address. These two issues were highlighted in “Toward a Safer and More
Secure Cyberspace “ [2]. The technical response to provide for validation was the development of the DNSSEC
suite of protocols with capabilities to cryptographically sign the data and protect the communications channels.
[3-5] Unfortunately, the security attributes of the keys and signatures is subordinate to the canonical label, either
the name or the address, and is inextricably bound to the DNS namespace. In the absence of always on, always
connected reachability, it is common to have names and addresses cached but without the ability to reach a trust
anchor. [6] These design choices have lead to a much less robust and resilient DNS. It has been argued that
moving the cryptographic hierarchy outside the DNS namespace would greatly increase the robustness and
resilience of the DNS, in essence creating a distributed Certification Authority. [7] The segregation of the DNS
cryptospace from the DNS namespace and the DNS addressspace creates a “third rail” which provides more
stability and trust than adding the crypto functions to the existing DNS apex. While desirable and useful, the
inertia in the creation and maintance of yet another centralized registry is counter to a robust and flexible naming
system.

Methods for creating a scalable, decomposable naming system that has at least “two-factor”

authentication (name and address, address and key, key and name) to validate the third should be the next step.
Some work on this has already been undertaken, with projects like “peername” [8] working on decentralized,
decomposable naming systems. Having such a system with the triple of name/address/key seems to offer a
robust, scalable solution.
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